This article focuses on an antique wooden fragment from Easter Island engraved with a single rongorongo (RR) glyph. Based on our analysis, we conclude that the most likely hypothesis regarding this fragment is that it dates to pre-missionary times (prior to 1864) and was part of some type of weapon or fighting instrument, either of a functional or ritual nature. It may represent a portion of a handle for an obsidian-tipped spear or knife. The “bird”-like RR glyph on the fragment belongs in all probability to a category that has previously been connected in the scholarly literature on RR with “slumber”, and hence “waning”, “demise”, and “death”. Its presence on a hand-weapon or ceremonial warlike artifact suggests a meaningful real-world, “non-literary”, context for this glyph.
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“El desorden y el esparcimiento en que se encuentran los más importantes documentos originales de la cultura pascuense, permite sospechar que en algunos museos y colecciones particulares se encuentren algunas otras piezas auténticas” [The chaos and dispersal in which the most important original documents (= rongorongo artifacts; our note) of Rapanui culture are found, allows us to suspect that a few other authentic pieces may be encountered in some museums and particular collections].

Ramón Batista Campbell

1 BATISTA CAMPBELL, R. *La Herencia Musical de Rapanui: Etnomusicologia de la Isla de Pascua* [The Musical Legacy of Rapanui: Ethnomusicology of Easter Island], p. 379.
Introduction

Rongorongo (= RR) inscriptions of Easter Island are notoriously scarce. This is in stark contrast to the 1864 report by Joseph-Eugène Eyraud (1820 – 1868) that “On trouve, dans toutes les cases, des tablettes de bois ou des batons (= bâtons) couverts d’especes de caracteres hiéroglyphiques” [One finds in all the houses wooden tablets or staffs with sorts of hieroglyphic characters]. Today, there are only a couple of dozen generally accepted rongorongo inscriptions that have survived, most of which are on wooden tablets, in whole or as fragments.

In his 1958 monograph on rongorongo, Thomas S. Barthel recognized twenty-four rongorongo inscriptions, to which he gave the designations of “A” through “X” (these remain the standard designations used by most researchers in the field, including the present authors). Another inscription, the so-called “Paris Snuffbox”, discovered in 1961, was accepted as authentic by Barthel, and, later, coded under the letter “Y”. The current samples range in length from two juxtaposed glyphs (Barthel, 1958 → “J” / Fischer, 1997 → “RR 20”, the inscription found on a rei miro now held by the British Museum, London) to well over 2000 glyphs (Barthel, 1958 → “I” / Fischer, 1997 → “RR 10”, inscription on a staff a meter and a quarter long that is now held by the National Museum of Natural History, Washington, D.C.).


3 See BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen zur Entzifferung der Osterinselschrift, pp. 14–33, 83–84.

4 BARTHEL, T. S. Rongorongo-Studien (Forschungen und Fortschritte bei der Weiteren Entzifferung der Osterinselschrift), p. 373: “Wir geben dem neuentdeckten Fragment innerhalb des Corpus Inscriptionum Paschalis Insulae den Kennbuchstaben ‘Y’” [We assign therefore to the newly discovered fragment of the Corpus Inscriptionum Paschalis Insulae the index alphabetic letter “Y”].

5 See also FISCHER, S. R. Rongorongo..., pp. 429–432. The “Paris Snuffbox” (known in French as La Tabatière), dimensional size 3 × 7,1 × 5 cm, inv. # 71.1962.47.5, is held currently at Musée du quai Branly – Jacques Chirac (Paris); cf. HORLEY, P., POZDNIAKOV, K. L’Écriture de l’Île de Pâques, p. 81, Fig. 1; VAN HOOREBEECK, A. La Vérité sur l’Île de Pâques, p. 255, derives similar measures for the artifact: “Cette tabatière, improprement appelée ‘pot a tabac’ (elle est trop petite), mesure, selon Barthel : longueur : 71 mm, largeur : 46 à 47 mm, hauteur : de 26 à 28 mm. Le Musée de l’homme m’a donnée : 70, 50 et 25 mm respectivement” [This snuffbox, improperly called ‘a tobacco case’ (it is very small), measures, according to Barthel: length, 71 mm; width, 46 to 47 mm; height: 26 to 28 mm. Musée de l’Homme has supplied me (with the following): 70, 50, and 25 mm in that order].
Museum of Natural History, Santiago, Chile). In addition to these inscriptions, mostly found on wooden tablets, which form the core of the RR corpus (the authenticity of some of these has been disputed), various rongorongo-like glyphs are found in other contexts, such as on wooden statuettes, skulls, and among rock art. Here we present for consideration a wooden fragment bearing a rongorongo glyph (see Section Background and Recovery). Based on our reconstruction of the original object, this glyph has a potential context, which may reveal a number of clues about its nature and purpose. Although not a perfectly advantageous situation, as discussed further below, the RR glyph appearing on the artifact merits attention in terms of applied methodology and corpus-based tenets.

By extension, the monumental setting of many ancient Egyptian inscriptions (quite often bearing hymns, panegyrics, and laudatory titles and epithets to divine and royal personages), or the physical disposition of Linear B writings
on clay tablets (mostly bearing accounting / archival records),\(^9\) have been similarly useful in guessing, and later in determining, the kind of information contained therein. The above examples and many others unquoted here, involve the rapport between the glyphs / signs and the object(s) on which they are engraved.

The applied sign inventory and other conventions in our study are based on Barthel.\(^10\) Although quite imprecise\(^11\) and adopted as a measure of compensation for anything better, Barthel’s code is not utterly wasted. It is a reference for quick retrieval of particular glyphs and repeated glyph-sequences and it offers a research tool on which to revise and build, whilst seeking a better indexing in the future.\(^12\) A different approach – known in the RR research all through the last century and a half – boils down to *nicknames* which conveniently draw on the outer shape of signs. Hence, various RR glyphs are facetiously known (or not) under other descriptors. A benefit of the technique is the precise or moderate determination of the naturalistic and non-naturalistic character of a glyph, e.g., \# /V538/\(^13\) on Ia7 is not likely to be a long-distance migrating bird or the representation of a crater swamp; it bears more similarity to a half-human / half-shark hybrid creature. Likewise, in case of sign \# /700/\(^14\) on Cb2 (= Cv2), the odds are in favor of water-borne organism, a fish, so we may call it the “fish”-shaped sign /700/.\(^15\) A problem with this approach,
however, is that perceptual analogies and glyphic identification – plus the latter coinage and use of a “nickname” – can be intuitively conducted, throwing scholars and readers into unneeded confusion and all sorts of disagreements (see Appendix in the second part of the article). John Linton Palmer is probably the first to raise such a question. Not for nothing does he insinuate that J. Park Harrison’s description of symbols (= rongorongo signs) are far from what he claims.

“No sooner had these casts [of rongorongo tablets; our note] arrived in England than several savants began the task of trying to decipher them. Of these, Mr. Park Harrison seems the most zealous. He has read two Papers (now on the table) about them, before the Anthropological Institute. As, however, he had no Rosetta stone, so to say, by which to correct his suppositions, his attempts do not seem to have had the success they merited; and I must confess that my eyes do not see the symbols as he describes them [...]”.

In what follows, we abide by Robb’s multi-layered model and rule out the code-breaker’s single-mindedness in rendering the archaeological records completely transparent and in identifying each symbol with its literal referent. Consider also that the presumed values (semantic or not) and/or concepts underlying the signs – commonly related to the rongorongo scribal tradition – should be embedded in the ancient Easter Island’s socio-religious background and natural environment, as their conditioning factors. Any ascribed value and concept without cultural consistency and without corresponding to an epigraphic context would increase the likelihood of randomness and conflict. Falsification of proposals is crucial for keeping up a healthy scientific practice thereof.

14 PALMER, J. L. On Some Tablets Found in Easter Island, p. 256.
15 Most assuredly, PALMER, J. L. On Some Tablets Found in Easter Island, is referring here to the 1874 and 1876 articles The Hieroglyphics of Easter Island, With Plates xx and xxi and Note on Five Hieroglyphic Tablets from Easter Island by HARRISON, J. P.
16 ROBB, J. E. The Archaeology of Symbols, p. 341.
17 For instance, one cannot expect (by any stretch of imagination) the pre-missionary RR scribes to have chronicled in their tablets “the singing of cicadas (Neotibicen lini) and crickets (Gryllus campestris)” or described varieties of “peach or cherry fruit desserts” (simply because they were unknown to them).
A few technical terms clarify their use throughout the text. Rongorongo script is the key choice reserved for the glyphic marks representing the assumed semantic and/or phonetic values of the pre-missionary language of Rapa Nui. As we do not handle in this study theoretical grammatology, these terms remain for the most part unaffected by controversy (for additional debate on theoretical / practical terminological issues, see Y. Wang). Similarly, without entering into fine details, “glyph” and “sign” denote a discrete rongorongo unit which bears notationally a relationship with pre-missionary semantics and/or speech. They are operationally isolated by blank space (= separated from other glyphs along the carved surface). “Element”, in contrast, admits a constituent part of a glyph, especially when they appear compounded / affixed. “Combination”, “compound”, “fusion”, and “conflation” are introduced whenever two or more signs are connected / merged into a complex form, whether in static or contorted poses. The large number of such complex forms, attested amid the glyphic sequences, compels us to emphasize that modern eyes might strain to notice them consistently and clearly. Yet, back then, i.e., in the pre-missionary times, the training and years-long disciplined practice let rongorongo scribes / chanters “read” compounds with ease or relative ease. And, of course, it is important to point out that the reproductions of glyph tracings are based on Barthel’s Grundlagen… (made by draftsman Bodo Spranz). In special cases, however, Fischer and Horley are enlisted for their higher quality glyphic duplicates. Particular glyphs across the text are accompanied by a tiny image to facilitate the connection with Barthel’s code-number. The bullet symbol “•”

19 WANG, Y. What Are We Calling “Latin Script”? Name and Reality in the Grammatological Terminology.
20 Regarding the codification of speech in many real-world scripts (whether an incipient or a more standardized system), an important caveat here is the following observation, “One of the most important facts of writing is that in many ways the written sign under-represents the spoken sign”; see ROBERTSON, J. S. The Possibility and Actuality of Writing, p. 32.
21 cf. FISCHER, S. R. Rongorongo…, p. 403; see also GUY, J. B. M. General Properties of the Rongorongo Writing, p. 53, who uses the bigram “modular element”.
22 Among the earliest published authors remarking upon the presence of compounds in the rongorongo script, are: VON MACLAY, N. M. Ueber die “Kohau rogo rogo” oder die Holztafeln von Rapa-Nui, p. 81; DE LONGPÉRIER, A. P. Inscriptions Polynésiennes, p. 153; DALTON, O. M. On an Incribed Wooden Tablet from Easter Island (Rapa Nui) in the British Museum, p. 6.
23 FISCHER, S. R. Rongorongo…; HORLEY, P. Rongorongo Tablet Keiti; HORLEY, P. Comparative Structural Analysis of Rongorongo Script and Rapa Nui Songs.
24 This technique is not unprecedented in the rongorongo-related investigations; see e.g., HARRISON, J. P. The Hieroglyphics of Easter Island, With Plates xx and xxi;
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(in Times New Roman font 9) is applied synoptically, i.e., it shows correlations or coincidences between rongorongo glyphs, sequences, and/or known artifacts. There are also cases when certain glyphic elements (usually constituents of compounds) are underlined for the sake of the disambiguation and/or comparison, e.g., /256.711-69/ ↔ /730.69/, or /60:678a/.

Finally, when possible, vernacular words are used. Comparable European terminology may go with the vernaculars as “parallels”, not as an exact translation or overlap, e.g., ‘ariki [chief / ruler]; mahute [paper mulberry tree / bark-cloth]; mako’i [Thespesia populnea / rosewood of Oceania]; mata’a [volcanic glass, obsidian / spear-head or stemmed cutting / scraping tool]; pukao [“top-knot”, “crown”, headdress made of red scoria], etc. The reverse apostrophe-like symbol (’) suggests the glottal occlusion used for common or proper Rapanui names.

Background and Recovery

A wooden fragment (Fig. 1) inscribed with a rongorongo glyph recently surfaced from a private collection (February 2019), where it had resided since

HABERLANDT, M. Über Schrifttafeln von der Osterinsel; or in modern times, FISCHER, S. R. Rongorongo…; HARRIS, M., MELKA, T. S. The rongorongo Script: On a Listed Sequence in the recto [verso; repaired] of Tablet ‘Mamari’, Part I. Evidently, the pre-Barthel authors / researchers did not make use of code-numbers, as specified in BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen..., pp. 84–150.


27 See e.g., BLIXEN, O. La Oclusión Glótica del Pascuence y Algunas Observaciones sobre la Posición del Pascuence dentro del Grupo de Lenguas Polinésicas [The Glottal Stop in Rapanui Speech and Some Observations regarding the Position of Rapanui in the Group of Polynesian Languages], pp. 1–2; DU FEU, V. Rapa Nui (Descriptive Grammars), p. 183; FISCHER, S. R. Rongorongo…, Preface, p. x.
1989. Here we use the term “inscribed” along the lines of Fischer’s\(^{28}\) conception, namely: “Inscribed defines an intentional non-ornamental usage of glyphs”. However, we note that this definition is potentially incomplete, as it does not let us know if the non-ornamental usage of rongorongo implied semantic (symbolic) or phonetic information.

One of us (= RMS) is acquainted with the former owner of this wooden fragment, and thus was able to acquire access to it in order to study it in detail (the specimen is now stored in an undisclosed location). It is a small piece (approximately 3.7 cm by 3.4 cm by 2.5 cm in maximum dimensions) of worked, shaped, and worn wood that was sawn off of some larger object tapering to a somewhat pointed tip (Fig. 2b). The fragment bears a single rongorongo glyph, and evidently it fails to qualify for a long inscription, such as those held in the SSCC’s Congregation, Rome, Italy.\(^{29}\) On the back of the piece (the non-incised side) there is damage that appears to have been “repaired” at one point with modern wood putty (Fig. 2a). Initial inspection of the glyph by RMS convinced him that is does not fall into the same category as the glyphs seen on such very late Rapanui objects as the “Lateran Tablet” or the “Concepción ika Tablet”,\(^{30}\) but rather pertains to the “[...] indigenous classical script”,\(^{31}\) and thus is worthy of further study.

\(^{28}\) FISCHER, S. R. A Provisional Inventory of the Inscribed Artifacts in the Three Rapanui Scripts, p. 177.

\(^{29}\) Many of the surviving rongorongo exemplars are fully carved with signs along their surface(s) and edges, as if their authors were drawn by an aversion toward horror vacui (= fear of emptiness). This scribal behaviour may have to do with the increased scarcity of the material support (wood) on Easter Island, as frequently commented by early and late visitors and scholars. The fear (or dislike) of leaving empty spaces is given in other cultural domains. Several commemorative stelae and similar monuments from the classical Maya period; cf. PROSKOURIAKOFF, T. A Study of Classic Maya Sculpture; PARSONS, L. A. The Origins of Maya Art: Monumental Stone Sculpture of Kaminaljuyu, Guatemala, and the Southern Pacific Coast; the work of the goldsmith and engraver Jean Duvet (1485 – 1562); see EISLER, C. T. Master of the Unicorn: The Life and Work of Jean Duvet; or the too cramped decorum of Baroque churches (seventeenth to eighteenth centuries); cf. PARKINSON ZAMORA, L., KAUP, M. Baroque New Worlds: Representation, Transculturatio, Counterconquest, evince the past artistic delight in filling up any free room / corner.

\(^{30}\) See discussion and illustrations in IMBELLONI, J. Las ‘Tabletas Parlantes’ de Pascua, Monumentos de un Sistema Gráfico Indo-oceánico [The ‘Talking Tablets’ of Easter Island, Monuments of an Indo-Oceanic Graphic System], p. 105, f; BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen..., p. 34; BATISTA CAMPBELL, R. La Herencia Musical de Rapanui: Etnomusicología de la Isla de Pascua [The Musical Legacy of Rapanui: Ethnomusicology of Easter Island], p. 383; VAN HOOREBEECK, A. La Vérité sur
The details of the early history of the fragment are unknown. According to the previous owner, it was apparently collected in the nineteenth or early twentieth century and subsequently appeared at a tribal arts fair in Basel, Switzerland, in the early 1970s. At various times in its history it was part of the Bernhard Lutz Family Collection (Basel, Switzerland) and was also owned by the New York dealer, collector, and connoisseur George Terasaki (1931–2010). At some point the fragment was attached to a transparent acrylic stand. In honour of its previous owners, we here designate this fragment the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment”.

**Contextual Comparisons: The “Lutz–Terasaki” Glyph in a Broader Corpus-based Perspective**

We are going to examine, at this juncture, the particular shape of the glyph, as it appears on the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” (= “L–T fragment”). Since it lacks contiguity or continuity with other presumable rongorongo signs, the positioning of different variant-forms across the surviving corpus, in concert with its nature (single or compound glyph ?), becomes an imperative in the process. Of note is the concept of the “scribal variant”; “morphological variation”; “allograph”, meaning, RR glyphs stand for “topologically different shapes” in a complementary distribution. Other authors rationalize them as signs not “written in the same way every time [...]”, “allograph /æləˌɡɹæf/. A non-contrastive unit in a writing system; a member of a grapheme [...]”, or “[...] allograph, namely, a particular way of writing the letter”. The use of variants runs through almost the entire corpus, revealing it to be a systematic habit among the former scribes and assumed local schools.

---


31 FISCHER, S. R. A Provisional Inventory of the Inscribed Artifacts in the Three Rapanui Scripts, p. 177.

32 According to TEULINGS, H. L., SCHOMAKER, L. R. B. Unsupervised Learning of Prototype Allographs in Cursive Script Recognition, p. 62.


34 cf. e.g., GUY, J. B. M. On a Fragment of the “Tahua” Tablet; FISCHER, S. R. Rongorongo…
In this section the main focus is on glyph #/664/ and #/674/ in light of their proportional and contour similarity to the “L–T” sign. Each case is presented below in Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6, with the symbol of a pointer “↓” (font 10) marking the targeted glyph; images and code-numbers follow Barthel’s Grundlagen... in turn. Of course we could argue that Barthel’s numeric inconsistencies are of no help in concordance terms (see especially Fig. 3). Whilst the point stands correct, the implemented 1958-code should be treated only for heuristic purposes along the sequences. In contrast, the structural and visual similarities must gain precedence during the cross-checking(s).

Glyph /664/

Glyph # /664/ according to Barthel35 occurs on Aa5 • Cb14 (= Cv14) • Pr11 (Fig. 3), whereas as a variant (= V) also on Er7 (Fig. 4). These specific occurrences, together with other ones recorded in the works of K. Pozdniakov, T. S. Melka, P. Horley,36 will be equally pursued.

Pozdniakov,37 in addition to Barthel’s observations,38 reports that # /664/ is realized as an allomorph on Ca9 (= Cr9) and Bv2 (Fig. 3). Readers should keep also in mind that slight and/or strong modifications in the guise of omissions, compressions (short-cuts), transpositions (reversions), or occasional “[...] varying intercalations”39 within sequences are commonplace in the script.40 Rongorongo, as an “early script”, lacks orthographic standardization and strikes a chord with other “cognate” systems. In this context, R. K. Englund,41 a researcher of the (Sumerian) proto-cuneiform and of proto-Elamite, is worth quoting.

35 BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen..., p. 144.
37 POZDNIAKOV, K. Les Bases du Déchiffrement de l’Écriture de l’Île de Pâques, p. 301, Fig. 7.
38 BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen...
40 cf. BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen..., p. 167.
"One of the more important tasks ahead of us will be an attempt to eliminate from the current proto-Elamite sign list as many of the very numerous variant forms as possible […]. These numbers are a clear indication that the writing system as it has been transmitted to us was in a stage of flux, in which a scribal tradition had been unable to care for standardization of characters”.

Glyph /664/ is in fact part of a palindromic-like sequence on Aa5, serving as the “opening bracket” to the sequence in question, with the parallel glyph /469/ engaging in as the “closing bracket”. The preceding compound /306.10/ to /664/ is, as nearly as we can tell, an “introductory” glyph, announcing the beginning of a new chunk of text. Glyph /469/ acts at the same time as an “opening bracket” in the second palindromic sequence of Aa5 – comparable series are found on Aa1 • Ab7 • Bv8 • Ra1. Its “closing” counterpart is eventually /471-60/.

Scribal variants become evident in the next quasi-parallel passages Ca9 • Cb14 • Bv2. The twosome /670/ (Ca9 [= Cr9]), glyph /664/ (Cb14 [= Cv14]), and /484/ (Bv2), despite not being identical as to their outward shape, function along similar lines in their respective sequences (Fig. 3).

Concerning the “bird”-like signs /670-670-637/ on Ca9 (= Cr9), M. Harris – in applying a method known as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) – evaluated the similarity among several glyphs on the recto of tablet “Mamari”: a similarity threshold of “.8” was reported for /670-670-637/. The high value offers further reassurance as for their allomorphic status.

---

42 For more details, see MELKA, T. S. Palindrome-like Structures in the rongorongo Script, pp. 159–161, 163.
43 See HARRIS, M. An Evaluation of LSA Methods to the Retrieval of Genre and Glyph-to-Glyph Similarity in the rongorongo Inscriptions.
44 LSA is based on the Singular Value Decomposition (= SVD) of a matrix of word counts; the similarity between texts / words (= RR inscriptions / glyphs, in our case) is measured by applying Cosine or Pearson’s Correlation to the resulting SVD matrix; cf. DUDA, R. O., HART, P. E., STORK, D. G. Pattern Classification; LANDAUER, T. K., LAHAM, D., DERR, M. From Paragraph to Graph: Latent Semantic Analysis for Information Visualization; MANNING, C., PRABHAKAR, R., SCHÜTZE, H. Introduction to Information Retrieval, pp. 373–375, 378–382; HARRIS, M. An Evaluation of LSA Methods to the Retrieval of Genre and Glyph-to-Glyph Similarity in the rongorongo Inscriptions.
Pr11-sequence, on the other hand, whilst coming close to Qv1-2, shares no more than glyph # /664/ with Ca9 (= Cr9) • Cb14 (= Cv14) • Bv2, meaning, it is not a parallel passage. In reference to Aa5, however, it appears to share a few other glyphs: /699-699/ (Pr11) versus /255?-254/ (Aa5), and /81/ (= /700:8/) (Pr11) versus /8/ (Aa5). The bottom-up configuration (“fish tail”: “starred disk”)\(^{45}\) in opposition to the inverted, i.e., top-down form\(^{46}\) (“starred disk”: “fish tail”) seems to be spontaneous, hence inconsequential for the retrieval of the general meaning in the context.

Of high interest to the study is glyph /664/ found on Er7 (see Fig. 4, and Barthel on its occurrence frequency).\(^{47}\) As a variant-form, it is close in shape to the “L–T fragment”. Different tracings of the section in which /V664/ is attested are presented below (Fig. 4). In the sequential renderings of glyphs, Barthel files the code-numbers /V664-91-8-9/.\(^{48}\) Later amendments would include Fischer,\(^{49}\) with his tracings revealing glyphs /8/ and /9/ as juxtaposed, i.e., /8.9/ per Barthel’s alphanumeric code. Close inspection of various photographs assisted Horley in tracing a more reliable shape, tagging thus the glyph under discussion as /664?/.\(^{50}\) As seen, the revised tracings involve certain “excrescences” on the right-upper limb (= “wing”), prompting the author to use the symbol “?” – reserved for cases where full certainty is at stake.\(^{51}\)

Given the existence of similar minor “excrescences” or intended embellishments in many of the known variant-glyphs, Barthel’s /V664/ (plus the attestations on Aa5 • Cb14 [= Cv14] • Pr11), are so satisfactorily close to one another that one may deem them interchangeable, having, however, the same semantic value.

\(^{45}\) HEYERDAHL, T. The Art of Easter Island, p. 206, speaks of “star-shaped sun symbols […]” found on the written tablets of Easter Island.

\(^{46}\) For additional instances, see GUY, J. B. M. On a Fragment of the “Tahua” Tablet, p. 372.

\(^{47}\) BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen..., p. 144.

\(^{48}\) Ibid., p. 55.

\(^{49}\) FISCHER, S. R. Rongo…

\(^{50}\) HORLEY, P. Rongorongo Tablet Keiti, p. 50.

\(^{51}\) See BIANCO, J. Thomas Barthel et le Déchiffrement de l’Écriture Pascuane (1ère partie), p. 17: “La lecture incertaine de certains signes se marque par un point d’interrogation” [The uncertain reading of some signs is marked by a question marker]; MELKA, T. S. “Harmonic”-like Sequences in the rongorongo Script, p. 118: “ […] the question marker ‘?’ [is]... used for a tentative or an unidentified RR sign.”
Furthermore, the occurrence of the /600/-class glyphs on Ia • Ta • Gv, encoding in essence prosopographic information in threesome patterns, is of like importance in capturing semantic values and calligraphic variants in typologically different texts (see Fig. 5). An exclusive glyph-form /670/ (/D670/, in Barthel’s Grundlagen…) on Ia7 is barely a hapax. Rather, it is a plus-variant of /664/ flaunting a leftward “forked-palm arm / wing” (the element or “affix” /64/ per Barthel), plus an upper “embellishment” (coded via lowercase /s/, per Barthel), usually responding to a casual aesthetic criterion or gratification.

Since Horley’s tracings may supersede in general those of Barthel’s, especially in the case of text “Ta”, the appended Barthel’s code in Ta7 requires amendment: from /V76/ (marked with a hourglass-like symbol) to a “shark”-like shaped glyph /720/ or /724b?/ (see Fig. 5). As such, it agrees with the “fish”-shaped glyph /700/ on Ia7’s “triad”. The replacement or inter-substitution of “fish” and “shark”-like glyphs is observed in other topically related sequences. Specifically, the inverted “fish”-shaped glyph /700x/ (Aa6) is paralleled by a

---


53 The term to be understood after TEUBERT, W., ČERMÁKOVÁ, A. Corpus Linguistics: A Short Introduction, p. 63, “Such a word [= glyph; our note], for which we have no more than one citation, is called a hapax legomenon (Greek: ‘read only once’); or → hapax graphomenon (written only once; our comment).

54 In view of its frequency of occurrence, the “forked-palm arm / hand” /64/ appears to be a diagnostic feature of the scribal style applied on the “Santiago Staff” (= text “Ia”). Consider that this inscription, together with the “Small Santiago Tablet” (= text “Grv”), incorporates especially rich, labor-intensive glyphic detail(s) testifying to the proficiency and artistic obsession of their creators; cf. MELKA, T. S. Research Notes: “Santiago Staff” and “Honolulu Tablet 3629”.

55 HORLEY, P. Comparative Structural Analysis of Rongorongo Script and Rapa Nui Songs.

56 BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen...
“shark”-like glyph /721/ \( \mathcal{Q} \) embedded in Ra3.\(^{57}\) A comparable exchange of these marine creatures occurs on Hr3 (“Great Santiago Tablet”) with the last two glyphs /256,711-69/ \( \mathcal{Q} \mathcal{Q} \) conflated in the compound /Y730.69/ \( \mathcal{Q} \mathcal{Q} \) on Cb12 (= Cv12), “Mamari” tablet.\(^{58}\) These nearly parallel passages with strong stylistic interpretations by each pre-missionary scribe would seem to require further study, especially in terms of allography and poly-functional use of the discussed glyphs.

Glyph /674/

Glyph # /674/ according to Barthel occurs on Gv2 as a compound form /674,76/ (see Fig. 6).\(^{59}\) The Gv2-sequence is delimited by the presence of “phalloid” glyph /76/, repeated in various shapes and formatted sequences across Gv: \( \mathcal{Q} \mathcal{Q} \) Barthel’s tracings\(^{60}\) are not fully accurate and only high-resolution images from different angles may convey the complete profile of certain glyphs — the suffixed glyph /76/ in the lower section of the compound in this particular case\(^{61}\) (Fig. 6). Although the frequency of /76/ is linked with “triadic” (threesome) structures, exceptions are not missing by any means. No doubt the German

\(^{57}\) cf. ÁVILA FUENTEALBA, F. Ensayo de Estudio Visual de las Tablillas rongorongo [(An) Essay of Visual Study of the rongorongo Tablets], p. 52, Figura 50; HORLEY, P. Structural Analysis of rongorongo Inscriptions, p. 30, Figure 5, Aa6 ↔ Ra3.


\(^{59}\) BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen..., p. 145.

\(^{60}\) Ibid.

\(^{61}\) See the black and white photographs of “Gr” and “Gv” in HARRISON, J. P. The Hieroglyphics of Easter Island, With Plates xx and xxi; IMBELLONI, J. Las ‘Tabletas Parlantes’ de Pascua, Monumentos de un Sistema Gráfico Indo-oceánico [The ‘Talking Tablets’ of Easter Island, Monuments of an Indo-Oceanic Graphic System], Lámima III [Plate III]; CAMPBELL, R. B. La Herencia Musical de Rapanui: Etnomusicología de la Isla de Pascua [The Musical Legacy of Rapanui: Ethnomusicology of Easter Island], p. 375; the color image of Gv in WIKIPEDIA. Rongorongo text G; RAMÍREZ ALIAGA, J. M., HUBER, C. Easter Island – Rapa Nui, a Land of Rocky Dreams, p. 121; and MNHN (Santiago de Chile), Tablilla de Madera con Escritura [Wooden Tablet (Featuring) Writing (= “Small Santiago Tablet”; our note)]. Given the examination of the above sources, we admit that in terms of mastery and refined style, the scribe went full blast in the “Small Santiago Tablet”.
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epigrapher was alert to the accumulation of scribal variants in the corpus, “Die Formgebung bestimmter geometrischer Details verrät eine große Zahl individueller Handschriften” [The sign-shape conveys geometrical details that reveal a great number of idiosyncratic (hand)writings].62 Yet, even a trained and competent mind such as Barthel’s could not avoid at times misattributions regarding the “jumble” of rongorongo signs. Thus, /D9?!/ ☞, a derivate form from glyph /9/ per Barthel,63 is indeed a spelling variant of /780/ ☞• ☞; /781/ ☞. 64 Misattributions may be interpreted in terms of limited manual means; discrepancies in the data materials (tracings versus code-numbers); photographs of poor quality; and the visual strain of the epigrapher, especially when considering the rich and subtle interrelations among the glyph configurations / affixations.65 As such, the strict analysis of two or more co-

62 BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen..., p. 159.
63 See, in this context, BIANCO, J. Thomas Barthel et le Déchiffrement de l’Écriture Pascuane (1ère partie), p. 17: “Les signes non identifiés, par suite de détérioration, et des ligatures non usuelles se désignent par D majuscule (dérivé)” [The non-identified signs, due to deterioration, plus the unusual compounds, are designated by an upper-case D (derivate)]; DURANTON, R. Encoding and Imaging the Rongorongo Corpus. p. 43, “The question – directly asked to Barthel during private working sessions – about the use of prefix ‘D’ versus prefix ‘V’ (both used to note major variations of shape of a Number) was never given a satisfactory answer”; GUY, J. B. M. General Properties of the Rongorongo Writing, p. 56, “Barthel occasionally resorts to two prefixes: a capital V for ‘variant’ and a capital D for ‘derivation’, but the difference between the two remains unclear. Again he is at times inconsistent in their use”.
64 cf. HARRIS, M., MELKA, T. S. The Rongorongo Script: On a Listed Sequence in the recto [verso; repaired] of Tablet ‘Mamari’, p. 127. Part I; MELKA, T. S. A Developmental Continuum for the rongorongo Script of Easter Island, Part I. The full range of attestations is given on tablets Br6 • Gv2 • Ia10 (staff) • Hr3 • Hr10 • Pr3 • Pr10 • Qr2.
similar glyphs faces the problems of over- and under-distinguishing (i.e., over-differentiation and under-differentiation). In devising a nomenclature (= code-numbering) or in applying statistical measures, either of them tends to lead to errors – the so-called error propagation effect.\(^6^5\) The question of sign identification (including intended or non-intended distortions / interferences, i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio, in information science terms) is decisive, and constantly dealt with in archaeological decipherment, palaeography, and cryptography.

Tablet “G”, likewise, offers clear-cut corroborating evidence that the script was in a flux due to the occurrence of several original, re-imagined glyph-forms (fusions or not), undetected elsewhere.\(^6^8\) In this sense, we have but to look with the eyes of an experienced RR scribe while he was incising and/or disambiguating the meaning of these “atypical” glyphs.

In view of the above analysis, a basis may be conceded for the following: the “L–T” glyph \(\text{argues for a “crossbreed” of /664/ (“body”) and /674/ (tilted “heron”-like neck + “long beak”). We are, however, in a position to suggest that the closest shape to the “L–T” glyph is that of glyph /V460.77/ (?\(^6^9\) on Gv4\(^6^9\) (take note of the fact that Barthel misidentified it,\(^7^0\) assigning therefore Keiti, p. 49, “The deeper problem is that Barthel’s tracings and transcriptions do not match each other”.

\(^6^6\) See the statement of POZDNIAKOV, K. Les Bases du Déchiffrement de l’Écriture de l’Île de Pâques, p. 295, in the subsection “Le catalogue” on the discrimination of graphic variants, “[…] je ne m’autorisais à traiter deux graphèmes comme variantes d’un même signe qu’à condition de trouver régulièrement (au moins deux fois) la correspondance de ces graphèmes dans des contextes identiques (c’est-à-dire dans des textes ou des fragments parallèles)” [(…) I do not give myself the authority to consider two graphemes as variants of the same sign unless the correspondence of these graphemes is found regularly (at least twice) across identical contexts (that is, across the texts or the parallel passages)].

\(^6^7\) MELKA, T. S. A Developmental Continuum for the rongorongo Script of Easter Island, Part I; cf. also SHANNON, C. E. Communication Theory of Secrecy Systems, p. 670, in enciphering or transmission contexts, where “an error of one letter […] leads to a large number of errors in the deciphered text”.


\(^6^9\) For a clear picture of this particular glyph found on the verso of the “Small Santiago Tablet”, see CHAUVET, C-S. L’Île de Pâques et ses Mystères, Figure 161; RAMIREZ ALIAGA, J. M., HUBER, C. Easter Island – Rapa Nui, a Land of Rocky Dreams, p.
code-numbers based on the alleged components /V460/ + /77/; for further discussion, see below the subsection Single or Complex Glyph [?]}. Having ourselves examined the rongorongo corpus for years, it could already be stated that functional considerations did not strictly prevail over the aesthetic ones.

**Bottom line:** not unlike the usual glyphic conventions, the (highly) idiosyncratic glyph-forms were recognizable to the skilled rongorongo scribes / chanters: hereafter, the applicable tablet context – plus the specific underlying genre(s) – aided a fortiori the retrieval of information.

**Single or Complex Glyph (?)**

The question whether the “L–T” glyph is single or complex could be purely speculative (prima facie) and its determination should be made with reserved optimism. As already stated, the corpus – as we have it – is not very helpful in terms of size, representativeness, and chronological coverage; different researchers seem to go their own way in breaking glyphs into component parts and obtaining different figures as to the total occurrences. The differences respond to the lavishness of various glyph-forms which comprise intricate and hardly noticeable variants at times, – or to a personal assessment of the shape and value of a particular sign. The pertinent contrast and analysis of parallel sequences is a must in both cases; if such parallels are in short supply, ambiguity may be happening on any given examination.

The first necessary step in the case of the “L–T” glyph is the analysis and interpretation of its constituent parts. Barthel settles on the “beak”-shape as an autonomous glyph – see three types (a, b, c) of the “long beak”-glyph /678/ in his Sign form plate 7 (Reference index numbers 600–699). Otherwise, its “body” is possibly fitting in the /600–658/ inventory, in line with the matrix-
Suddenly enough, the “headless” body of the /600/-class has a
clean parallel in glyph # /546/, representing visibly an inconsistency for
Barthel’s code.75

Specific examples with excised “bodies” are

/678a/ (Aa1); in the juxtapositions /1.678b/ (Br7); /545.678a/

(La); /2.678a/ (La); in the conflations /666/ (preferably, /60:678a/)

(Ab2); /676/ (preferably, /23:678a/) , the final elements of “triad”

/D280.76-160-676/ (la3), or in /678/ (preferably, /700.678a/) (Sa2).76

In morphological terms, it appears quite plausible; yet, since the principle of pars
pro toto is applied far and wide along the corpus,77 the point does not give

comfort to the distinctiveness of glyph /678/. To put it in layman’s terms, the
situation with the “removed” bodies suggests that scribes practiced some tacit

shorthand: glyph-element or “affix” /678a/ , as a prominent part, stands for

the whole shape of glyph /670/ (see parallel sequences on the “Great
Santiago”; “Small St. Petersburg”; “Great St. Petersburg” tablets versus “Great
Washington” Tablet, i.e., Sa2). Two observed examples are fusions /678ay:64/

(Ma2)78 and /700.678a/ (Sa2) versus /670:11/ (Ia6) and

/670:700/ (Ia14), i.e., shorthand (involving the “beak” section) versus

shorthand (involving the “body” section). The picture is further complicated by

74 BETTOCCHI, L. Antigua Escritura rongorongo de la Isla de Pascua: Los
Prestigiosos Objetos del Museo Nacional de Historia Natural de Santiago de Chile
(The Ancient rongorongo Writing of Easter Island: The Prestigious Artifacts of “Museo
Nacional de Historia Natural”, Santiago de Chile], p. 33, Fig. 23, displays the variation
range of the matrix-glyph /600/ across the corpus; other allomorphic signs related to the
/600/-class are evidenced as well.
75 BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen... cf. footnote 70 above.
76 See POZDNIAKOV, K. Les Bases du Déchiffrement de l’Écriture de l’Île de Pâques,
p. 296, Fig. 4, c; MELKA, T. S. “Harmonic”-like Sequences in the rongorongo Script,
pp. 125–126; MELKA, T. S. A Developmental Continuum for the rongorongo Script of
Easter Island, Part I.
78 The tracing of the combination /678ay:64/ is based on FISCHER, S. R.
Rongorongo..., p. 503.
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the fact that there are many interchangeable variants across the /400/- and /600/- “bird”-like series;79 where a choice of them is incorporating aesthetic / otiose details. As some allographs are attested very scarcely across the corpus, one can be easily distracted – or worse, perplexed.80 Hence, the attribution of the “L–T” glyph as a compound form is problematic.

One statement that can be made with some certitude is that starting from #/650/ up to #/676/, most or the very most of these glyphs appear to be variants of #/670/ . This observation concerns the measurable consistency of #/670/ across the corpus.81

Having gone this far, the synthesis of the data suggests the “L–T” glyph corresponds to a discrete form. Although a bona fide RR glyph, it stands for a minimal inscription in the actual state. S. R. Fischer defines a valid rongorongo inscription for the purposes of his study as follows: “Inscription here signifies an object bearing a sequence of two or more glyphs that fulfil a communicatory function”.82 This, as Fischer himself admits, is an overly restrictive definition. He correctly notes that “the pre-missionary Rapanui’s use of even isolated rongorongo glyphs evidently also satisfied some sort of communicatory need”.83 Fischer includes in his monograph a short chapter titled “Other Inscriptions”84 in which are briefly discussed single and compound rongorongo glyphs found on: (a) wooden statuettes85 and other wooden objects; (b) RR-like glyphs included in the variety of Rapa Nui tattoo designs; (c) RR-like glyphs engraved

---

80 In this sense, see also the allomorphic sequences Ev3 • Sa1 • Gr2/3 • Kr3 • Ch2 (= Cv2) • Ra6 • Ab4, described in POZDNIAKOV, K. Les Bases du Déchiffrement de l’Écriture de l’Île de Pâques, p. 295, Fig. 3.
81 cf. BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen..., pp. 144–145.
83 Ibid., p. 543.
84 Ibid., Chapter 43, pp. 543–551.
85 See DEDEREN, F. Corpus Rapa Nui. Inventaire Mondial de la Statuaire en Bois de l’île de Pâques, for a partial catalog of engravings found on the heads of various statuettes, such as moai tangata, moai kavakava, moai papa (= moai pa’a’pa’a, moai pakapaka), and so forth.
on human skulls; and (d) RR-like glyphs found in the corpus of Easter Island rock art (specifically pukao [stone “headdresses” / “crowns” that were placed on some, but not all, moai] and petroglyphs). Regarding such “other inscriptions”, Fischer astutely comments, “Unfortunately, there exists no catalogue of such artefacts bearing one or more rongorongo glyphs. The compilation of this catalogue is an important task that awaits future investigators.”

Documentation of the “L–T” glyph will ultimately contribute to the catalog of artifacts bearing rongorongo glyphs that Fischer envisions. Furthermore, if we tentatively accept the hypothesis that the original artifact, which the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” is the remains of, was some kind of weapon (whether staff, club, or obsidian-tipped knife, spear, or other weapon) used either in actual warfare, ritual combat, or possibly in rituals involving the sacrifice of human victims to the gods and cannibalism, then the possible connection of glyph

86 HOUGH, W. Notes on the Archaeology and Ethnology of Easter Island, p. 883, Fig. 6; OWSLEY, D. W., SIMON, V. E., BARCA, K. G., et al. Demographic Analysis of Modified Crania from Rapa Nui, pp. 263–265. On a different note, see also McCALL, G. The End of the World at the End of the Earth: Retrospective Eschatology on Rapanui (Easter Island), concerning the story of Hotu Matu’a’s skull, “with its elaborate carvings and large size”.

87 See LEE, G. The Rock Art of Easter Island: Symbols of Power, Prayers to the Gods for an introduction to the catalog of Easter Island petroglyphs. Relatable information is found in HARRISON, J. P. The Hieroglyphics of Easter Island, With Plates xx and xxi, p. 371; LEHMANN, W. Essai d’une Monographie Bibliographique sur l’Île de Pâques, p. 261; BALFOUR, H. Some Ethnological Suggestions in regard to Easter Island, or Rapanui, pp. 369–371; LAVACHERY, H. Les Pétroglyphes de l’Île de Pâques; MACRI, M. J. RongoRongo of Easter Island, p. 184, Figure 19; WIECZOREK, R. M. Naming the rongorongo Artifacts; LEE, G., et al. Secondary Applications of Rock Art at Coastal Sites of Easter Island (Rapa Nui), pp. 166–168; Figure 17; MELKA, T. S. A Developmental Continuum for the rongorongo Script of Easter Island, Part I; HIXON, S. W., LIPO, C. P., McMORRAN, B., HUNT, T. L. The Colossal Hats (pukao) of Monumental Statues on Rapa Nui (Easter Island, Chile): Analyses of pukao Variability, Transport, and Emplacement, p. 152. Furthermore, MORENO ROA, H. Geological Outline of Easter Island and Petrographic-Structural Features of its Lithic Monuments, p. 257, in commenting on the pukao, known alternatively to us as headdresses • topknots, reveals the following detail: “The pyroclastic rock density was estimated to be about 1.5 g/cm³, hence, the weights of the pukao vary from about 9 to 20 tons”.


89 See EDWARDS, E.; EDWARDS, A. When the Universe was an Island: Exploring the Cultural and Spiritual Cosmos of Ancient Rapa Nui, pp. 275–276.
and its variants (including the “L–T” glyph) with “slumber” and hence “death” in some contexts (see subsections Possible Meaning and Context of the Incised Glyph and Hypotheses in the second part of the article), makes sense. Its presence on a hand-weapon or a ceremonial warlike artifact provides a meaningful context for the “L–T” glyph. Indeed, it may have been seen as a magical symbol that imbued the artifact upon which it was inscribed with supernatural power, with extra mana.\footnote{cf. e.g., KOSKINEN, A. A. Linking of Symbols: Polynesian Patterns II, pp. 102–105; SHORE, B. Mana and Tapu.}

The Original Presumed Artifact

Having a small cut off piece of wood at hand (→ the “L–T fragment”), it is natural to wonder about its full shape and function in the pre-missionary times.

In order to identify it with certain accuracy, clues from different sources are brought together; that is, whatever available and tangible evidence is within reach. Expectedly, a few points will be less obvious, while other initial assumptions could yield a more re-constructible reality.

Wood Species and Patina

Unfortunately, we cannot say at this time with any degree of certainty what species of hardwood the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” is composed of. Detailed botanical analysis would require removing a sample of wood. Given the small size of the fragment, such destructive activity is not permissible or advisable at present,\footnote{The practice is not unheard of: BETTOCCHI, L. Antigua Escritura rongorongo de la Isla de Pascua: Los Prestigiosos Objetos del Museo Nacional de Historia Natural de Santiago de Chile [The Ancient rongorongo Writing of Easter Island: The Prestigious Artifacts of “Museo Nacional de Historia Natural”, Santiago de Chile], p. 23, speaking of the “Small Santiago Tablet”, comments, “Hasta hoy no se ha permitido extraer un pedacito de madera y no hay entonces análisis ni datación. Su tamaño es: 32,5 × 12,1 × 2 cm” [As of this date, it has not been consented the extraction of a small piece of wood, hence neither a (xylological; our note) analysis nor a (chronological; our note) dating exist. Its size is: 32.5 × 12.1 × 2 cm]. We may wish to mention here an early assessment of the said tablet, reported in HARRISON, J. P. The Hieroglyphics of Easter Island, With Plates xx and xxi, p. 372: “The smaller and the more perfect one [= the “Small Santiago Tablet”] measures fourteen inches in length, by from 4½ to 5 inches in
result in a definitive identification of the species. On top of that, naming the wood species would neither prove nor disprove its authenticity as a genuine Easter Island artifact. As Catherine Orliac has pointed out, “[...] we know that driftwood was very much appreciated [by the Rapanui; our note] and that, in consequence, ancient works of art could be carved in woods of different geographical origin [...]”. Indeed, wood in general, and certain species in particular, was held sacred. Pieces of driftwood washed-up onto the island’s shoreline may have been considered gifts from the gods.

The above being said, upon close inspection of the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” and comparing it to various pre-missionary and early missionary period artifacts that one of us (RMS) has had the opportunity to view or inspect first-hand in museums and private collections, our best estimate is that the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” is carved from Thespesia populnea (Malvaceae). Commonly referred to as Pacific rosewood or the rosewood of Oceania, this tree and its wood was referred to on Easter Island as makoi (= mako’i). If indeed the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” is composed of makoi, this is not at all unexpected. In a study of 200 wooden artifacts from Easter Island, Catherine Orliac found that 23% were carved from mako’i. The tree of makoi grew abundantly on Easter Island in pre-missionary times, was greatly valued as a wood for carving, and was apparently considered sacred on Easter Island as it

breadth, and is about one inch thick [= 35.56 × 10.16–12.7 × ca. 2.54 cm]”. Furthermore, in comparing the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” (= 3.7 cm by 3.4 cm by 2.5 cm) to the bigger size of the “Small Santiago Tablet”, the current refusal seems a justified precaution.

The case of the genuine tablet “Tahua” with its stylized glyphs carved on a European ash-wood (Fraxinus sp.) oar may be regarded here. The wood species may hint at best at the time depth of the inscription. Conversely, several RR tablets carved on Thespesia populnea (see ORLIAC, C. Botanical Identification of 200 Easter Island Wood Carvings, p. 133, Table 8), aside from authenticity, seem to have a more direct tone in matters of age if we consider the patina and the indigenousness of the material.

ORLIAC, C. Types of wood Used in Rapanui Carving, p. 204.

Among other names, see FRIDAY, J. B., OKANO, D. Thespesia populnea (milo). Malvaceae (mallow family); cf. also ORLIAC, C. Botanical Identification of 200 Easter Island Wood Carvings; PÉTARD, P. Plantes utiles de Polynésie française et Rauch Tahiti.


ORLIAC, C. Botanical Identification of 200 Easter Island Wood Carving.
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was elsewhere in Polynesia.\(^97\) Based on Catherine Orliac’s analyses, mako’i was used for a wide variety of carvings, including rongorongo tablets, rei miro, tahonga, and perhaps most pertinent to consideration of the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment”, some ua staffs. Of the eighteen (18) ua staffs that Orliac analyzed in all,\(^98\) nine (9) were composed of toromiro (Sophora toromiro, indigenous to Easter Island),\(^99\) three (3) were mako’i, one (1) was of Robinia sp., and five (5) were of uncertain wood (foreign wood or driftwood [?]).

When attempting to determine the authenticity of an Easter Island wooden artifact – that is, whether it is a genuine pre-missionary or early missionary piece, or of later manufacture – more important than the taxonomic identity of wood is the analysis of other factors. In this regard, Catherine Orliac\(^100\) has pointed out, “Numerous parameters must be taken into consideration, such as stylistic criteria, the state of the object’s surface, its polish [...].”\(^101\) Perhaps the most important factor for establishing the authenticity of the antiquity of a wooden artifact is the state of its surface patina.

Studying the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” carefully, the surface patina, polish, and wear are evidently quite old. The patina covers over and fills in the lines of the engraving of the glyph.\(^102\) It appears that the glyph itself is quite ancient and either original to the artifact, or was etched / engraved onto the artifact a very long time ago. The glyph on the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” appears to be much older than, for instance, the pseudo-rongorongo glyphs\(^103\) found on the rei miro.

\(^97\) Ibid., p. 136.
\(^98\) Ibid.
\(^100\) ORLIAC, C. Types of Wood Used in Rapanui Carving, pp. 204–205.
\(^101\) See, in a parallel context (= the “San Diego Tablet”), MELKA, T. S., SCHOCH, R. M. Exploring a Mysterious Tablet from Easter Island: The Issues of Authenticity and Falsifiability in rongorongo Studies, p. 495.
\(^102\) For a general description of the carving processes, see DEDEREN, F., FISCHER, S. R. The Traditional Production of the Rapanui Tablets, pp. 182–183.
\(^103\) Another imitative piece seems to be the self-styled “Lateran Tablet” (cf. METRAUX, A. Two Easter Island Tablets in Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, Honolulu, p. 1; Ethnology of Easter Island, p. 392; BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen…, p. 34). Commenting on this tablet made of an apple-tree wood (Pyrus malus),
collected by the German paymaster candidate J. Weisser in September 1882. In his monograph, Fischer suggests that these pseudo-rongorongo glyphs were added in the early 1880s, in order to “enhance” its commercial value. Earlier, the same author provided the following under the section “Indeterminate or Spurious” artifacts: “RR a “Sydney rei miro” Australian Museum 18853, Sydney; wood unknown, 32 × 9 [cm], ca. 17 glyphs (neither classical nor ta’u but ornamental) later scratched upon ‘ariki Hangeto’s original rei miro, perhaps in 1882 when Salmon gave this to Weisser.”

Based on close inspection of photos of the Weisser / Sydney rei miro, the circa 1880s glyphs on it are evidently etched through the older patina, whereas on the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” the well-developed patina covers over the glyph. The patina on the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” appears to us to be as deep or deeper and better developed than on some well-documented pre-missionary...
pieces from Easter Island. Of course, one could argue that such observations are “subjective”, but they are routinely applied as an age-determining factor and we believe (they) should be seriously considered. A genuine, deep, and fine patina does not develop “overnight”.

This article continues in the next issue of Asian and African Studies, in which a number of hypotheses – regarding the possible meaning and context of the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” glyph – are offered. Crucial to our analyses, we also disclose a selection of photographs that illustrate various pre- and post-missionary indigenous artifacts – mostly unpublished to date. The second part ends with our Concluding Remarks, to be considered as a pause for thought by any concerned scholarly party.
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**Melka and Schoch, Fig. 1.** Frontal view (→ “recto”) of the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment”, accommodating a “bird”-/“human”-like glyph. (© Photograph by R. M. Schoch, taken with the permission of the anonymous owner.) The drawing of the glyph is inserted rightwards for comparative purposes. The closest glyph-form to the “L–T” glyph in the canonical rongorongo corpus is attested on Gv4 (“Small Santiago Tablet, verso, line 4”) → 🌜. The transparent acrylic stand is a modern addition.

**Melka and Schoch. Figs. 2a, b.** The back (→ “verso”) and side view (left lateral) of the “Lutz–Terasaki fragment” show a dark reddish patina consistent with its age. (© Photographs by R. M. Schoch, taken with the permission of the anonymous owner.)
# 1 “Tahua Tablet”, Aa5

# 2 “Mamari Tablet”, Ca9 (= Cr9)

# 3 “Mamari Tablet”, Cb14 (= Cv14)

# 4 “Aruku Kurenga Tablet”, Bv2

# 5 “Great St. Petersburg Tablet”, Pr11

# 6 “Small St. Petersburg Tablet”, Qv1-2

*Melka and Schoch, Fig. 3.* A choice of sequences features glyph /664/ and other scribal variants, which are marked via the pointer “↓”. Observe the slight intra-sequence glyphic modifications, e.g., Pr11 ↔ Qv1-2.
Segment from the *recto* of “Keiti Tablet”, Er7

Barthel (1958)

![Image]

4.431- 22.380y- 204s- V664- 91- 8- 9*

CEIPP (2005) after Barthel (1958)

![Image]

4.431- 22.380y- 204s- V664- 91- 8- 9*

Fischer (1997, p. 433)

![Image]

4.431- 22.380y- 204s- V664- 91- 8.9 *

Horley (2010a, p. 50)

![Image]

664?- 91- 8.9*

**Melka and Schoch, Fig. 4.** Tracings of a glyphic segment on Er7 by three authors; Horley’s tracings of #/664/ would seem to be more in conformity with the original carving. The sign-group /4.431-22.380y/, designated “gamma 5 sequence” and suggested to be some kind of *refrain* by Barthel, is brought here for the broader contextual discernment. In view of its recurrence across various serial sequences on Er, T. S. Melka describes it as a “group divider”. The asterisk symbol * marks the line crossing.

1 HORLEY, P. Rongorongo Tablet Keiti.
The “Santiago Staff”, Ia7


The “Honolulu 3629 Tablet”, Ta7


Melka and Schoch, Fig. 5. Comparison of two sequences: Ia7 versus Ta7.5 In the leftward section, tracings and code numbers belong to Barthel.6 In the rightward section concerning Horley’s improved tracings,7 the present authors have amended /532a/ into /V530/8 – the matrix-shape of /530/ is given as ; its flanking elements /64/ appear to be a scribal choice on Ia –; /D670/ into /64s:V664/, and /V76/ into /720/724b?/. Another detail is the compounded glyph /84/ (Ia7), rendered as a single “horseshoe” glyph /27/ on Ta710 – as several RR glyphs and sequences are often simplified across the corpus according to personal impulses / perceived carving space, the last point is not unusual either. The vertical line (beneath the diamond symbol “”) indicates a potential textual divider.

5 See MELKA, T. S. Research Notes: “Santiago Staff” and “Honolulu tablet 3629”; HARRIS, M. Shared Sequences (Ngrams / Bigrams) – [Texts] Da • Db • Er • Ev • Gv • Ia • Na • Nb • Ta.
6 Code-number for Ia7 is found on BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen...., p. 72; code-number for Ta7 is found on BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen zur Entzifferung der Osterinselschrift, p. 80.
7 HORLEY, P. Comparative Structural Analysis of Rongorongo Script and Rapa Nui Songs, p. 219; Figure 3.
8 cf. also HORLEY, P. Comparative Structural Analysis of Rongorongo Script and Rapa Nui Songs.
9 BARTHEL, T. S. Grundlagen zur Entzifferung der Osterinselschrift; FISCHER, S. R. Rongorongo…., p. 218, chooses, in a general context, the designation “[…] the embracing affixes 64 ”.
10 HORLEY, P. Comparative Structural Analysis of Rongorongo Script and Rapa Nui Songs.
“Small Santiago Tablet”, Gv2

Melka and Schoch, Fig. 6. Structurally, the Gv2-sequence fits in a “pentad”, if Fischer’s “triad”-based algorithm\(^{11}\) for the main pattern occurring on Ia, Ta, and Gv, is accounted for. Code-numbers are after Barthel (the original coding /D9?/\(^{12}\) is unlikely to go down well with the other attested variants /780/781/; hence its recoding \(\rightarrow /V780/\)). The photographic section is extracted from the public-domain site of Wikipedia;\(^{13}\) the full shape of the suffixed glyph /76/ is easily assessed in the enhanced grayscale photographic snippet of /674.76/ (in the collection of TSM.)


\(^{12}\) BARTHEL, T. S. *Grundlagen zur Entzifferung der Osterinselschrift*, p. 58.

\(^{13}\) WIKIPEDIA. *Rongorongo text G.*
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